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Abstract. This article adaptsClassical notions of formal function for the purpose of
proposing a listener-centered theory of phrase formation in post-tonal repertoires.
It contends that formal function is an emergent property of music through which a
listener actively shapes musical organization in time. The result of this approach is
a view of musical form in which the listener and composer mutually construct the
significant formal units of a musical work through their interactions, a perspective
particularly well adapted to the challenges presented by post-tonal music. In order
to show how phrase structure in post-tonal music emerges through these formal af-
fordances, the article analyzes in detail several passages from Edgard Varèse’s Den-
sity 21.5, Luigi Dallapiccola’s Dialoghi, and Anton Webern’s Three Little Pieces Op. 11,
No. 1. The theory of phrase presented here encourages an understanding of phrase
as fundamentally relational and constantly mutable.
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Introduction

The concept of phrase looms large in theories of
form and formal function. But despite its prevalence,

“phrase” is an alarmingly slippery concept, reluctant to be
tied to any particular length or content. This is especially
true in the context of post-tonal music analysis, where
the concept of phrase is frequently invoked but left under-
defined. The meaning of phrase becomes especially atten-

* A version of this paper was presented at the annual meeting of
Music Theory Midwest (2019) and I thank the attendees for their
thoughtful comments. Iwould also like to thank the anonymous re-
viewers,LarryZbikowski,SethBrodsky, Jennifer Iverson,andSteve
Rings for their guidance in the development of this project, and
Jonathan Wild, Christoph Neidhöfer, and Robert Komaniecki for
their comments on earlier drafts.

uated when it meets with a non-tonal system of composi-
tion.

To illustrate, imagine that youare listening attentively,
perhaps for the first time, to Webern’sThree Little Pieces for
Cello and PianoOp. 11, No. 1, the openingmeasures of which
are given in Example 1. First, the cello sounds a low F]2: it
swells softly out of the silence then backs away again before
being interrupted by a delicate arpeggiated chord in the pi-
ano. A beat of silence and then, inm. 2, the piano states the
first melodic fragment of the piece, ending with an inquis-
itive ascending diminished fifth and followed immediately
by its answer: a dramatic falling gesture of just over two oc-
taves in the cello. A shorter silence spanning only an eighth
note follows, after which the piano enters (m. 3) with a ges-
ture that echoes the one heard at the work’s opening, al-
thoughnow the roles of thepianoand cello are reversed: the
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Example 1. Webern, Op. 11, no. 1, mm. 1–6.

piano’s first note is a held F]4 in the right hand supported
by a three-note sonority in the left hand,which are together
interrupted by the cello’s sudden upward flight inm. 4, em-
phasized with a crescendo and the nasal timbre of am Steg.
Yet another short silenceprecedes thepiano’s entrancewith
an arpeggiated chord in the latter half of m. 4, leading into
a melody whose contour resembles the one heard in m. 2.
Over this melody, the cello plays a falling gesture reminis-
cent of that heard in mm. 2–3, but now overlapping with
the piano. A slightly longer silence, and the piano takes up
the cello’s descending gesture, suggesting,perhaps, a sense
of closure bymeans of return, before both instruments dis-
solve into a brief silence.

I think it would be constructive to speak of thesemea-
sures as comprising two phrases: in other words, as musi-
cal utterances that contain a coherent progressionof events
from beginning, tomiddle, to end, and that are articulated
with something that separates each unit from those that
may precede or follow it. This definition aligns with those
provided by Hasty (1981; 1984) and Howland (2010; 2015),
who define the post-tonal phrase as a coherent grouping of

elements that is articulated fromother groupings. But how
does each of the three objects presented in the first phrase
of Example 1 function in relation to the others? How would
a listener make sense of these functions and relationships,
in time, as they listen? Our current understanding of post-
tonal phrase structure does not explain how each phrase
comes to function in relation to the next, allowing the lis-
tener to form expectations and to retrospectively reinter-
pret the material they have already heard.

Building upon the perception-based and parametric
approaches to post-tonal form proposed by Hasty (1981;
1984; 1988), Tenney (1988), and Howland (2010; 2015), as
well as theories of formal function proposed by William
Caplin, Janet Schmalfeldt, and Matthew Arndt, I take a
form-functional approach to the post-tonal phrase that as-
sumes that a wide variety of musical features—including
rhythmic and melodic contour, pitch content, timbre, and
texture—shape listeners’ categorization of musical objects
and their formation of prospective and retrospective inter-
pretations. In order to reformulate the idea of formal func-
tion for post-tonal repertoires, I conceive of formal func-
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tionality as a musical instantiation of what cognitive sci-
entist Donald Norman has called affordances in his work
on material design (2013). For Norman, affordances reflect
the potential uses or actions latent in materials, and affor-
dances are perceived not only based on physical attributes,
but by the perceiver’s past experiences. Importantly, af-
fordances are inherently relational—that is, they are de-
termined in equal measure by the properties of the ob-
ject and the abilities of the interacting subject. Affordances
also rely on signifiers, which signal what actions are possi-
ble—these may be compared to what I have called salient
parameters (Maler 2020). In a recent monograph, Caroline
Levine applies this terminology to literary forms in order
to demonstrate that “each shape or pattern, social or lit-
erary, lays claim to a limited range of potentialities” (2015,
6). So too does a formal pattern in music lay claim to a
specific range of potentialities when it meets with a lis-
tener and all their beliefs and past experiences, and from
that interactionwemay come to determine its formal func-
tion.

In this article, I contend that formal function is an
emergent property of music through which a listener ac-
tively shapes musical organization in time. The result of
this approach is a viewofmusical form inwhich the listener
and composer mutually construct formal units of a musi-
cal work through their interactions, a perspective particu-
larly well adapted to the challenges presented by post-tonal
music. In order to show how phrase structure in post-tonal
music emerges through these formal affordances, I analyze
in detail several passages from Edgard Varèse’sDensity 21.5
and Luigi Dallapiccola’s Dialoghi. In adapting theories of
formal function to the analysis of post-tonal form, this arti-
cle contributes to the growing literature onpost-tonal form
and on formal function more broadly.1

1. Formal Function
Theconcept of formal function as it is presently under-

stood has developed principally for the study of European
music of the late eighteenthandearlynineteenth centuries,
a repertoire that has shaped themajority of music theory’s
discourse. The idea that formal units play specific roles in
articulating the structure of a piece of music is strongly
tied to ideas aboutmusical form that emerged through the
teaching of composition in the early nineteenth century,
and that was codified in the writings of Arnold Schoen-
berg (1967) and Erwin Ratz (1951), and more recently in

1 Some relevant contributions to the literature on formal function
and post-tonal form include Arndt (2018), Boss et al. (2016), Caplin
(1998),Caplin et al. (2009),Caplin (2018),Deliège (1989),Hasty (1981;
1984), Howland (2010; 2015), Richards (2010), Schmalfeldt (2011),
Tenney (1988).

those of William Caplin (1998; 2005; 2009). Caplin defines
formal functionality as a concept in which “a listener is
able to discern the formal disposition of events within a
work by means of specific musical criteria, largely based
on harmonic-tonal relations but also involving processes
of grouping structure, melodic directionality and texture”
(2005, 115). In an essay on the nature of formal functions,
Caplin further distinguishes between formal functions and
types (2009). He defines formal function as the “unique
temporal character” of any given musical time span, while
the notion of formal type refers to idiomatic phrase, theme,
or movement types that comprise multiple functions, such
as the sentence, period, small ternary, sonata, or concerto
(33). In reference toClassicalmusic,Caplindefines the form
of a musical work as consisting of, at the least, a hierar-
chical arrangement of perceptible and discrete time spans,
where each chunk of music has a formal function—a role
that the group plays within the formal organization of the
music (1998, 9). One of the most important characteristics
of Caplin’s theory of formal functions is its implicit asser-
tion that musical chunks or spans are fundamentally rela-
tional innature—that is, amusical beginning,ormiddle,or
end has nomeaning outside of its relationship to the other
two functions.

A given musical group may express more than one
function or several groups may express a single function,
and groups may be retrospectively reinterpreted as ex-
pressing adifferent function than initially suspected.Some
of the foundational formal functions identified by Caplin
include the basic idea, contrasting idea, presentation, con-
tinuation, antecedent, consequent, and framing functions
such as introductions or post-cadential functions. Each of
these is then defined in such a way that it can be correlated
with other formal functions. In Caplin’s theory, then, the
basic idea functions as a fundamental building block, usu-
ally comprising more than one motive in a single gesture.
The presentation function emerges as the result of repeat-
ing a basic idea, through which the basic idea emerges as a
distinct,demarcatedunit.Thepresentation,Caplinargues,
creates a “strongly ongoing quality” that generates demand
for a phrase with continuation function. He identifies two
characteristics of the function of continuation: “fragmenta-
tion, a reduction in the sizeof theunits; andharmonicacceler-
ation, an increase in the rate of harmonic change” (1998, 10).
A contrasting idea presents opposing ideas, rather than of-
fering a repetition of the basic idea. The presence of these
two opposing forces, which brings about an intermediary
cadence, forms an antecedent phrase, which prompts rep-
etition in the form of a consequent.

Each formal function that Caplin identifies is shaped
by one or more formal processes. These processes include
fragmentation (reduction in the size of constituent units),
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harmonic acceleration (increase in the rate of harmonic
change), extension and expansion (lengthening of units,
extension by addition and expansion by an internal pro-
cess), compression, and liquidation (gradual elimination of
characteristic features).2

In his recent exploration of the relationship be-
tween form, function,andmusical content,MatthewArndt
makes an important distinction between components,
parts, and functions, arguing that “function” pertains to
what the parts of a form are doing (2018). Building on
Schoenberg’s theory of form, Arndt identifies eight struc-
tural functions, which overlap with Caplin’s formal func-
tions andprocesses: establishment, confrontation,connec-
tion, dissolution, delimitation, elaboration, preparation,
and stabilization. Establishment, or “putting something sig-
nificant into place,” is often tied to a sense of beginning, and
tends to be associated with tight-knit, stable, concise parts
ofmusic,while confrontation,or “encountering somethingdif-
ferent,” provides contrast and tends to involve the uncon-
ventional or unstable (212–213). Connection involves join-
ingmembers byproviding links that “mediate betweenpre-
viously contrasting parts;” these links might take the form
of transitions or small bridges. Dissolution involves “letting
go of characteristics,” either by harmonic destabilization or
through liquidation, which may include “reduction (omis-
sion), equalization of rhythmic values and/or intervals, lev-
eling off of contour, and using nondescript figures such as
scales” (213). Delimitation serves to articulate parts from
one another, while elaboration is “leading motives or Gestal-
ten through new situations” and often has the effect of inten-
sifying thematerial (214). Preparation, or “getting ready for a
followingmember,” is closely related to Caplin’s idea of intro-
ductory function. Finally, the function of stabilization in-
volves “making a harmony firm” (214).

Crucially, the formal function of a musical event or
phrase may change over time as the listener reevaluates
and reinterprets the musical material and context. Janet
Schmalfeldt explores this nonlinear conception of musical
form through her principle of “becoming:” “the special case
whereby the formal function initially suggested by a mu-
sical idea, phrase, or section, invites retrospective reinter-
pretation within the larger formal context” (2011, 9). This
approach opens the possibility that the relationship be-
tween formand time isnot linear,whichchallenges the idea
that formal units must be both temporally discrete and ad-
jacent in order to form larger units.

Oneofmy fundamental assumptions is that formal lis-
tening andunderstanding did not abruptly change or cease
to exist in the early twentieth century. Indeed, in his dis-
cussion of the origins of his musical style, Anton Webern

2 See Heneghan (2019) for a detailed discussion of Schoenberg’s
concept of liquidation.

made it clear that he and the other members of the Second
Viennese School based their compositions on prototypical
Classical formal structures (Webern 1975). The Formenlehre
tradition is intimately tied to music of the high Viennese
classical style; that said, I suggest that listeners didnot stop
trying tomake sense ofmusical form in terms of its organi-
zation into functional groups after a certain date, or in re-
sponse to the opinions of any particular composer or critic
in the early twentieth century.Accordingly, attentive listen-
ing to function, in the sense of musical affordance, is not
tied exclusively to specific formal types. In fact, attending
to these affordances in post-tonal works can have, I pro-
pose, a positive impact on our understanding of their for-
mal organization.

In the course of analyzing post-tonal works, I there-
fore make use of terms that may be familiar from Classical
formal theory.When I do so, it is not to point out some sur-
face similarity between the formal group being presented
and its counterpart in a Classical formal type, but to make
an observation about the way that musical group is func-
tioning in relation to surrounding musical materials—as
Arndt puts it, what the music is doing (2018, 224). The core
idea, then, is that the musical concepts implied by func-
tional labels such as “basic idea” or “contrasting idea” re-
main relevant in post-tonal contexts.

2. The Post-Tonal Phrase
In the context of post-tonal form, Christopher Hasty

defines the phrase as a perceptual necessity, within which
“groupings of elements cohere to create a sense of whole-
ness or completeness,” and which is segregated from un-
related elements by means of closure (1984, 171). Patricia
Howland’s concept of the “integrated parametric structure”
(IPS) is based onHasty’s definition of the post-tonal phrase
as well as James Tenney’s post-tonal “sequence” (2015).
Howlanddefines thephrase-like IPS as “a successionof ele-
ments in which the whole exhibits coherence and articula-
tion” (71). Following from these definitions, the post-tonal
phrase, as it were, seems to possess the following neces-
sary features: it containsmore than one item, it coheres to-
gether, and it is articulated from other groupings.

To speak of the post-tonal phrase, one must possess
an underlying understanding of post-tonal compositional
structures as: a) adhering to guiding principles of logic and
coherence; b) possessing forms of punctuation akin to ca-
dences in tonal music; and c) tied to the resources of a
listener’s working memory. To employ the term “phrase”
to describe a phenomenon in a post-tonal composition is
therefore to acknowledge an underlying perceptual frame-
work that has historically been investigated in the context
of tonal compositional techniques. Like phrases in tonal
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music, phrases in post-tonal music need a coherent pro-
gression from beginning, to middle, to end—articulated
with something that functions to cadence, or close. The
question remains, how do listeners make sense of these
units and their relationships to one another?

To summarize theperspectives ofHasty andHowland,
a phrase in post-tonal music is a unit that contains more
than one musical idea. Its constituent ideas must form a
coherent whole, to which the listener is guided by musi-
cal parameters that gain particular saliencewithin the con-
text of the composition. The perception of salient param-
eters informs the formation of categories by establishing
which attributes determine category membership; those
categories then provide a structure for the processes of lis-
tener prospection and retrospection, which I clarify later.

Howland’s theory of the IPS explains how phrases
can cohere even without structural closure in the form of
a return, which Hasty sees as fundamental to coherence
and closure in post-tonal phrases (Hasty 1984, 176, 178–179,
186). Instead, Howland argues that the audible grouping
of parameters is in fact capable of “creating the degree
of interrelatedness necessary to achieve coherence” (74).
While some IPSs, like those based on tension/release, de-
parture/return, and symmetry, are articulated through re-
turn, others are articulated through salience or replace-
ment.

Many post-tonal works indicate phrase closure
through processes of intensification and tension followed
by resolution and release. Indeed, Barash (2002) has
identified processes of intensification and resolution pro-
duced bymultiple parameters—duration, silence, contour,
centricity, activity level, motivic and phrase repetition,
tempo, dynamics, texture and color, and articulation—as
central to the concept of cadence in post-tonal repertoires.3

According to this understanding of closure in terms of
tension and release, elsewhere, I define the cadence as “a
conventional musical object that is recognized through
norms involving motivic dissolution, repetition, pitch
convergence or divergence, registral aspects, textural
elements including density and contrast, rhythm, timbre,
orchestration processes involving tension and abatement,
and phrase structure” (Maler 2020). A full exploration of
the concept of closure in post-tonal music goes beyond the
scope of this article, but I will use these basic definitions
to inform my analysis of closure at the phrase level in the
analyses that follow.

3 Following Paul Hindemith’s and Ernst Krenek’s classification of
chords on a scale of more-or-less dissonant, Daniel Harrison pro-
ceeds from a similar understanding of “resolution” involving a
“more-to-less” chord change (Harrison 2016, 4). Bryden (2001) ex-
plores a similar definition of closure in terms of lines of increasing
and decreasing intensity in five chamber works.

Theconcept of formal functions such as establishment
and confrontation draws on our shared cognitive strategy
of attending to similarity anddissimilarity inmaking sense
of music. James Tenney’s thesis Meta + Hodos presents an
early exploration of this topic through the lens of gestalt
psychology, arguing that differences create separation be-
tween elements, while similarities produce cohesion (Ten-
ney 1988). Alexandra Lamont and Nicola Dibben provide
an overview of two main models in cognitive psychology
for understanding similarity and categorization (2001).4

The first, prototype theory, is based on perceptual equiv-
alence, or the relationship between the object and an ab-
stract prototype. The second, theory-based classification,
emphasizes the role of background knowledge and con-
ceptual models in categorization. Drawing on the latter
model for categorization, Lawrence Zbikowski has devel-
oped a robust theory of how these conceptual models are
applied in different musical contexts (2002). Dora Hanni-
nen’s work also emphasizes the importance of “difference
and disjunction” in sonic organization in both small seg-
ments and larger units, arguing that “greater differences
in attribute values create greater disjunctions and stronger
boundaries” (2012, 7).

The process of object categorization involves a lis-
tener’s active formation of categories from the collection of
perceptual objects put forth by the composer.These objects
cohere into categories that, according to Zbikowski, reflect
“the attributes shared by those [objects]” (2002, 49). Han-
ninen identifies object categorization as part of her “con-
textual domain,”which recognizes “repetition, association,
and categorization in music” (2012, 7). Hanninen empha-
sizes importance of context in the contextual domain, ar-
guing thatmusical objects are “permeable, suffused by and
interactingwith their contexts” (2012, 7).The process of ob-
ject categorization as it relates to formmight arise, for ex-
ample, when an analyst identifies amusical object as sepa-
rate fromother objects and serving as a “cadential”marker.
In the caseof bothBrianFennelly’s andChristopherHasty’s
analyses of Webern’s Op. 22, the analysts make use of the
salient parameter of rhythm in order to categorize some
musical object as “cadential,” in contrast to surrounding
units (Fennelly 1966; Hasty 1988). Hasty notes that, in ad-
dition to the salient parameter of rhythm, the repetition of
the material at section boundaries marks this unit as be-
longing to a “cadential” category.At the same time,henotes
that thefigure also acts to begin a section through a process

4 Other recent students that have engaged with the concepts of
repetition include Emilios Cambouropoulos’s study of similar-
ity, which emphasizes the importance of context (2009), Irène
Deliège’s work on similarity relations in listening experience
(2007), and Elizabeth Margulis’s work on musical repetition (2012;
2014).
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of elision; this observation draws upon my final factor for
phrase analysis, prospection and retrospection.

The notion of phrase is intrinsically both prospective
and retrospective, in that it requires the listener to pre-
dict its continuation and to retroactively group its units
together. The phrase thus necessarily takes place within
the present. Briefly summarized, the present—as concep-
tualized by Husserl’s 1901 model of time consciousness—is
experienced as a continuously temporally unfolding span
whose horizons are bookended by “retention” (referring to
the ever-more distorted view we have of past events as the
nowmoves inexorably forward), and“protention” (referring
to our view of the immediate future).5 Akin to Husserl’s
concepts of protention and retention, the musical phrase
emerges through a process of listener prospection and ret-
rospection. Based on the presence of salient parameters,
musical context, and culturally engrained patterns, the el-
ement of prospection refers to the listener’s judgment of
the presence of an emerging phrase in the present mo-
ment. The process of retrospection involves the decipher-
ing of what has just occurred based on expectations met
or denied. The processes of prospection and retrospection
have to do with how listeners form expectations and react
to events in musical time, a topic first explored in detail
by Leonard Meyer (1956), who revealed how musical struc-
tures create perceptual expectations that can be manipu-
latedby composers in order to communicate emotions. Im-
portantly, Meyer argues that a musical style must “become
part of the habit responses of composers, performers, and
practiced listeners” in order to “be regarded as a complex
system of probabilities,” out of which arise the expecta-
tions uponwhichmeaning is based (1957, 414). A number of
scholars have elaborated upon and tested Meyer’s theories
of expectation andmeaning, including several studies that
reveal how musical expectations influence the perception
of music (Cuddy and Lunney 1995; Krumhansl 1995; Schel-
lenberg 1996; Schmuckler 1989).6

My development of these concepts in relation to
post-tonal music—all of which contribute to formal func-
tion—emerges from a recent move towards basing analyt-
ical discussions within an understanding of cognitive pro-
cesses shared among human listeners. Using the concept
of formal function developed byCaplin, extended byArndt,

5 I take this helpful summary fromAlfredGell’s essay, “TheNetwork
of Standard Stoppages,” originally written circa 1985 (Gell 2013,
102–107).
6 The subject of expectation also forms the basis of David Huron’s
“ITPRA” (Imagination-Tension-Prediction-Reaction-Appraisal)
theory of expectation (Huron 2006, 16). Huron’s work reveals how
common musical devices make use of these basic psychological
responses, arguing that expectation “appears to shape many
aspects of musical organization,” including patterns of repetition
and form,motivic structure, and genre and style (357).

and bolstered by the important work on post-tonal phrase
structure by Hasty, Howland, and others, I propose in this
article a way of analyzing post-tonal phrases through the
lens of formal function. In the following sections, I analyze
some passages fromVarèse’sDensity 21.5 and Dallapiccola’s
Dialoghi, with a focus on how a listener might make sense
of the formal functions or affordances of musical materi-
als, thus engendering musical expectations at the phrase
level.Of course, the specific interpretations of formal func-
tions reflect only my own hearing of these works—another
listener-analystmight develop their own, conflicting inter-
pretation of the very same passages. The purpose of these
analyses is not to provide the only, or indeed the definitive,
phrase-structural accounts of these works; instead, I hope
to suggest one potential reading of these passages based
on the concepts of phrase-level function outlined by Caplin
and Arndt, revealing that form-functional concepts are ap-
plicable to repertoire far outside of the Classical period.

3. Varèse, Density 21.5, mm. 1–17
There is a long and rich history of analyzing Varèse’s

Density 21.5 (composed for solo flute in 1936, revised 1946),
and analysts have approached the work using a variety
of theoretical frameworks and perspectives. Jean-Jacques
Nattiez’s semiological analysis of Density 21.5 appeared in
full, translated from the original French by Anna Berry, in
the first volume ofMusic Analysis in 1982. Most of the pub-
lication is devoted to the analysis of the work’s “neutral”
level, while the end of the article briefly addresses the “poi-
etic” and “esthesic” levels.7 Nattiez partitions the work into
units, from the smallest to the largest, dividing the work
into 83 distinct units on the smallest level and into 3 parts
on the largest. At a few places in his discussion, Nattiez
suggests the idea of formal function.This first occurs early
in the analysis in the discussion of thework’s first fewmea-
sures,where Nattiez introduces his concept of “deception.”
Nattiez does not seem to use the word as it is typically em-
ployed with respect to the “deceptive cadence,” or “cadence
rompue” in Rameau’s terminology.8 Instead, by “deception,”
Nattiezmeans that the events at thebeginningofm.2 func-
tion to delay the passage of F] to G (Nattiez and Barry 1982,
251).

7 The neutral level is defined by Nattiez as “a descriptive level con-
taining the most exhaustive inventory possible of all types of con-
figurations conceivably recognizable in a score,” the poietic level
deals with the “process of production by which the work unfolds,”
and the esthesic level with the “processes of perception” to which
the work gives rise (Nattiez and Barry 1982, 244–245).
8 As Bernard (1986) states, “Nattiez is not entitled to speak of any
kind of operative deception in Varèse’s music, which is not part of
a common practice with expected norms” (223).
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Nattiez’s most explicit mention of function comes at

theendofhis analysis of thework’s secondpart, inwhichhe
identifies “three segmental types,” which have “three func-
tions:”

the permutation is stagnant, delaying the appearance of a new
note which is generally a semitone higher; or oblique paradigms
allow the piece to progress; or rapid flights lead to a climax. Be-
tween them, these types set up a dialectic: the permutation acts
as a brake on development—in relation to the oblique paradigms
and the flights it favours a period of rest rather than moments of
tension. Varèse restores, on another level, what the tonal system is
no longer able to offer, by alternation of distinct functional types
(Nattiez and Barry 1982, 283).

Nattiez’s “functions” in the context of Density 21.5 provide
a glimpse into the potential advantages of approaching a
piece like Density from the perspective of formal function,
despite the absence of tonal idioms. In the following anal-
ysis of the first seventeenmeasures ofDensity, I drawmore
explicitly on the concept of formal function in order to an-
alyze the work’s opening phrase structure in detail.

The first fifteen measures of Density are provided in
Example 2. I would like to propose that in the first four-
teen measures of the work, a sentential structure slowly
emerges for the listener as they interact with the piece. In
the analysis that follows, I reveal how the work’s first five
measures act as a presentation, fulfilling Arndt’s establish-
ment function,whilemm.6–12 employ the functions of con-
frontation and dissolution to create a sense of a continuation,
followed finally by the delimitation function in mm. 13–14,
which creates a sense of closure.

The opening of Density 21.5, shown in Example 3, fea-
tures a three-note cell that groups together interval classes
(ICs) 1 and 2, straining upwards from the lowest register
of the flute (a). This first cell, and its continuation in the
form of a dynamic swell on the sustained F]4 (b), create
a unit, the first half of a thought that finds completion in
mm. 2–3. A third cell (c), enters inm. 2, alternating quickly
between C]4 and F]4. At the end of m. 2, Varèse returns to
cell b, this time sustaining the note G4; the return of cell b’s
characteristic rhythm at this moment, with the same dy-
namic marking as in m. 1, retrospectively establishes the
events of mm. 1–3 as one cohesive basic idea with two con-
stituent parts, shown by the arrow with a dashed line con-
necting the second sustained note (b) with its predecessor
in m. 1.The basic idea, which represents Arndt’s establish-
ment function, achieves provisional articulation (delimita-
tion) through the repetition of b, followed by the introduc-
tion of silence in the form of a rest lasting one quarter note
inm. 3.Having established this unit as a basic idea, the lis-
tenermay expect, based on the affordances associatedwith
this particular formal function, that the basic idea will be
followed either by similarmaterial, suggesting a repetition
of the idea, or by contrasting material (confrontation). In

either case, I wonder if the listener will share my sense,
upon reaching the pause in m. 3, that the function of es-
tablishment or opening is still in operation at thismoment,
and that the followingmaterial will prolong that function.

Imagine instead that the sustainedG4 had not entered
after motive c, and thus had not retrospectively prompted
the listener to consider, at least provisionally, the presence
of a single basic idea in mm. 1–3, one that contains three
distinct motives a, b, and c. Example 4 conceives of a pos-
sible alternate ending for the first phrase, in which mo-
tive a is repeated (in an inverted form) after motive c.9This
recomposition of the first measures prompts an entirely
different understanding of the formal functions at play, in
which the repetitionofmotivesa and c in a compressedand
partially inverted form inmm.2–3, immediately after their
initial presentation in mm. 1–2, suggests that the listener
reinterpret the first two measures as a basic idea that is
immediately shortened and repeated (formingwhatCaplin
might call a presentation phrase). Now the basic unit of
the work is much shorter, since the first three measures
no longer suggest a single, incomplete idea, but a complete
opening presentation phrase containing two units.The lis-
tener may now have a different expectation for the mate-
rial that follows: theymay strongly predict that contrasting
material will enter,material thatmoves the piece along and
draws it further away from the familiar intervallic, rhyth-
mic, and motivic space established in the first three mea-
sures. For the moment, however, let us return to Varèse’s
original composition, and thematerial that follows the un-
altered mm. 1–3.

In Varèse’s original composition, the quarter-note rest
in m. 3 is immediately followed by the entrance of motive
a, which begins a varied repetition of the basic idea, shown
in Example 5.This varied repetition confirms the cohesive-
ness of the basic idea in mm. 1–3 by submitting the indi-
vidual elements to the formal process of expansion. Mo-
tive a is subject to a linear expansion through its continued
melodic ascent to G, and its contour returns in an inverted,
expanded form at the end of m. 4. A repetition of the ex-
panded motive c closes the variation on the basic idea as a
whole.10The varied repetition of the basic idea in mm. 3–5
results in a formal function of presentation over mm. 1–5,

9 All recompositions are the author’s.
10 George Perle (1990) notes that the first fivemeasures of the piece
outline the C] to G tritone, which is in turn divided by E\. Perle ar-
gues that this division exists from thework’s opening, inwhich the
first note, F, is nothing more than an upper neighbor to the struc-
tural note E; this C]-E-Gdiminished triad is confirmed inm.5, and
subsequently expanded to a fully diminished seventh chord with
the addition of B[ in m. 6. While my own interpretation does not
view the initial F as incidental, I agree that the introduction of IC3,
bridging the gap between motive a and the tritone of motive c in
m. 5, is crucial.
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Example 2. Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 1–16.
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Example 3. Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 1–3.

Example 4. Recomposition of Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 1–3.

Example 5. Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 3–5.

Example 6. Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 6–8.

whichmay lead the listener to expect a continuation to fol-
low.

Inm. 6, the closing gesture ofm. 5 is recast as a begin-
ning (Example 6). The material that follows draws on mo-
tivic elements from the basic idea (a rising stepwise line),
recontextualized within the octatonic scale.While the rep-
etition of the basic idea hinted at the octatonic scale as a
background collection in the descending portion (second
half of m. 4–5), the music of m. 6 onward confirms it. The
phrase also revisits and emphasizes IC 3 (introducedbriefly
between motives in m. 5) in the form of an oscillation be-
tween B[ and G inmm. 7–8: this oscillation recalls the con-

tour and character of motive c from the opening basic idea
and completes the outline of the fully diminished seventh
chord: C]–E–G–B[. The original motive c was expanded
from IC 5 to IC 6 in the basic idea’s repetition; the contrac-
tion to IC 3 in mm. 7–8 and its elaboration through repeti-
tion lendmm. 6–8 a feeling of urgency.

The unit frommm. 6–8 achieves conditional delimita-
tion through the repetition of motive b, which was already
associated with internal divisions when it ended the ba-
sic idea, retrospectively allowing us to understand the ba-
sic idea as internally divided by motive b into two smaller
units. Motive b now also divides this phrase into two
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Example 7. Recomposition of Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 1–5.

Example 8. Recomposition of Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 1–9.

smaller units: first an internal division inm. 7,with the dy-
namic arch-shape reversed (decrescendo-crescendo), fol-
lowedby amore conclusive iteration at the endofm.8,with
the original dynamic marking of motive b restored.

We might briefly revisit my hypothetical recomposi-
tion of the first measures, in which the first three mea-
sures (a basic idea and its foreshortened repetition) arenow
promptly followed by material from the original mm. 6–8,
fulfilling the listener’s expectation that the complete pre-
sentation of ideas in mm. 1–3 will be followed by material
that develops these ideas in a continuational manner. The
fully recomposedmm. 1–5 is shown inExample 7, compris-
ing amuch shorter presentation of materials than is found
in the original. One notable feature of the recomposition
is that I have kept mm. 3–5 nearly identical to the original
mm. 6–8, only shortening the note value of the interme-
diary statement of motive b on B[4. Despite the fact that
this change is minor, when combined with the elimination
in thefirst phrase of the concludingmotive b (replacedwith
the repetitionofmotivesaand c) it significantly reduces the
sense of closure when motive b returns at the end of m. 5.
With such a short first phrase and a weak sense of closure,
a listener might now predict that the entire first five mea-
sures form one larger unit, which may be merely the first

half of a full phrase. In a recomposed version of mm. 1–9,
mm.1–5 as awholewould thus act as an antecedent phrase.
Example 8 shows a possible consequent phrase that could
followmm. 1–5.

The material in the original mm. 6–12 spins out and
elaborates the three motives a, b, and c in varying configu-
rations,pushingeverhigher in register througheachvaried
repetition. In my view, this section takes on the function
of a continuation phrase for the listener due to its use of
elaboration techniques like fragmentation and repetition,
speeding up of the surface rhythm, as well as elements of
dissolution (liquidation) such as using nondescript figures,
all of which increase the sense of tension or urgency in an-
ticipation of closure. This continuation spans three units
that decrease in length: the first frommm. 6–8,which em-
phasizes the octatonic collection and contracts motive c,
the second from mm. 9–11, and the third from the end of
m. 11 throughm. 12 (the section frommm. 9–12 is shown in
Example 9).

As shown in Example 10, mm. 13–14 combine several
features previously associated with closure (a long held
note, dynamic swell, and emphasis on IC 6) with the oc-
tatonic collection, providing a summary of the preceding
material in a single, concise gesture, while also continuing
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Example 9. Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 9–12.

Example 10. Varèse,Density 21.5, mm. 13–17.

the spatial expansionbrought about bymm. 11–12.Thenext
measures repeat and confirm this closure, using only ICs 1
and 2 and recalling both the motivic material and phrase
structure of the opening basic idea. By repeating the func-
tions of summary and closure—alluded to by Nattiez in his
use of the phrase “rounding off and summing up” in refer-
ence to these measures (Nattiez and Barry 1982, 265)—and
by echoing the contour of thematerial inmm. 13–14,Varèse
confirms in mm. 15–17 that a point of structural articula-
tion has been reached, and encourages the listener to an-
ticipate the establishment of new or contrasting material.

In the preceding analysis, the form of the first, quasi-
sentential phrase of Density 21.5 emerges as a series of ne-
gotiations between composer and listener.The composer’s
choice of pitch collection influences the listener’s percep-
tion of similarity and contrast, but the listener’s under-
standing of function and grouping impact how the work
coheres.The analysis reveals a process by whichmusical el-
ements interact—combine, coexist, push against one an-
other, accumulate, disintegrate, and negate—to produce
larger phrases. The following analysis of Dallapiccola’s Di-
aloghi shows how these phrases may further interact to
form larger formal structures.

4. Dallapiccola, Dialoghi (1959–1960),
first movement
In Dallapiccola’s Dialoghi for cello and orchestra, the

composer inextricably ties phrase structure to a partic-
ular serial technique: cross-partitioning. Gaining an un-
derstanding of the particular configurations of cross-
partitions in this work is inherently valuable from the per-
spective of twelve-toneanalysis,but anapproach that views

those cross-partitions through the lens of formal function
is important to develop an understanding of the work’s
most striking features: its clarity of phrasing, the melodi-
ous quality of the cello line, and the unique framework of
interactions between the cello and orchestra.Analyzing the
phrase structureofDialoghi’sfirstmovementalongsideand
through its twelve-tone innovations can provide insights
into the composer’s choice of this particular style of cross-
partitioning, as well as its effects on a listener. Moreover,
a clear and detailed analysis of phrase structure appears
essential for understanding the dramatic arc of the first
movement, which is firmly tied to the work’s first phrase:
three measures of cross-partitions in the orchestra, coher-
ing into one, arch-shaped unit. As I show throughmy anal-
ysis, the structure and sequence of musical events on the
level of the phrase contribute to a larger-scale formal pro-
cess of loosening in the first movement’s A section, sum-
marized in the formal graph of Figure 1.

Dialoghi is based on the twelve-tone row 〈0, 1, T, 2, 6, 4;
5, 3, 7, E, 8, 9〉.11Therow is inversionally combinatorial and,
as Brian Alegant observes, RI-symmetrical—that is, its P0
and I9 forms are retrogrades of each other:

P0: 〈0, 1, T, 2, 6, 4; 5, 3, 7, E, 8, 9〉
I9: 〈9, 8, E, 7, 3, 5; 4, 6, 2, T, 1, 0〉12

Dallapiccola often obscures the row form in Dialoghi
through the technique of cross-partitioning, which has
been discussed thoroughly by Brian Alegant (2001). In a

11Where 0 = C.
12 It is also worth noting that the hexachords of the row inDialoghi
are near whole-tone collections, misplacing a single pitch class.
Thenatureof these collections informs the compositional decisions
Dallapiccola makes.
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Figure 1. Graph showing the phrase structure of Dialoghi’s A section.

cross-partition, a twelve-tone row is partitioned in order
to create vertical harmonies. A twelve-tone rowmay be di-
vided into equal partitions of 2 groups of 6, 6 groups of
2, 3 groups of 4, or 4 groups of 3. Analysts often repre-
sent cross-partitions through a table that sets out the sub-
sets, resulting in a “two-dimensional configuration of pitch
classes whose columns are realized as chords, and whose
rows are differentiated from one another by registral, tim-
bral or othermeans” (Alegant 2001, 1).The pitches in the re-
sulting vertical combinations may be reordered in order to
maintain the vertical harmony while altering the horizon-
tal melodies.

Figure 2a shows the first cross-partition of Dialoghi,
DE, which is based on the unordered hexachords of R2: 〈E,
T, 1, 9, 5, 7; 6, 8, 4, 0, 3, 2〉. Where the uppercase “D” repre-
sents thenameof thepiece,Dialoghi, the subscript “E” inDE

represents the lowest pitch class of the first chord.The first
column of the cross-partition is the first collection played
in the piece, and is sounded pianissimo by the violins and
cellos. The second column represents the second sonority,
played by the same instruments.Each column contains one
unordered hexachord of the row formR2.One thingwe can
note about this first cross-partition is that the pitches A, F,
D[, andB allmove by perfect fourth or fifth (IC 5).The other
two pitches, B[ and G, move by major third (IC 4). Exam-
ple 11 reproduces the chords in their sounding registers.

Figure 2b reveals what Alegant terms a “slot-machine”
transformation of DE in which new intervals are intro-
duced: the semitone, the minor third, and the tritone.This
new ordering of the cross-partition, D5, appears in the
second measure, both timbrally and registrally contrast-
ing with the first measure (Example 12).The contrast in in-
strumentation between measures 1 and 2 cues the listener
to identify timbre as a salient parameter in the work: m.
1 is played entirely by string instruments, while m. 2 sees
the entrance of the piccolo, clarinet, and bass clarinet, in
addition to the violas and bass. In m. 1 the voicing of the

cross-partition is also constrained to a span of three oc-
taves, while m. 2 expands the range to four and a half oc-
taves. Finally, there are important differences in the voice
leading of mm. 1–2. Measure 1 sees each of the three top
voices leap upwards by a perfect fourth, perfect fifth, and
minor sixth, working down from the first violins. Each of
the lower three voices descends, by perfect fifth, dimin-
ished fourth, and perfect fourth, working upwards from
the cellos. In m. 2, each of the three top voices descends,
by augmented fourth, minor third, and major third (pic-
colo, clarinet, viola), while each of the three lower voices
ascends respectively, by minor second, minor second, and
minor third (bass, bass clarinet, viola).

Thefirst and secondmeasures thus establish contrasts
in register (which expands significantly inm.2 fromamore
centralized collection inm. 1), timbre (which changes from
violins and cellos in m. 1 to low strings and woodwinds in
m. 2), and intervallic content (from ascents to descents and
vice versa,with an emphasis onperfect fourths andfifths in
m. 1, compared to semitones and the marked descending
tritone in the piccolo in m. 2). These extreme contrasts in
register, timbre,and intervallic content are thusmarked for
the listener as salient parameters.

In m. 3, Dallapiccola restates the row a third time as
D9 (Example 13 shows a reduction of mm. 1–3). D9 intro-
duces the final missing IC: 2 (Figure 3). For the first time,
this cross-partition exhibits split and fuse voice leading, in
which a single voice splits into two pitches or two pitches
fuse into one.13 In terms of the three salient parameters

13 Ways of modeling these “split/fuse” operations in parsimonious
voice-leading have been discussed at length by Shaugn O’Donnell
(1997), Clifton Callender in the context of Scriabin’s music (1998),
and Brandon Derfler (2010). The splitting and fusing here is em-
phasized by the voicings in the strings at thismoment in the score.
In identifying split/fuse relationships, I have preserved Dallapic-
cola’s original voicings in the score, which emphasize these voice-
leading relationships.
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Figure 2. The first two cross-partitions of Dialoghi, with each row representing one voice, ordered by register.

introduced so far (register, timbre, intervallic content), D9
presents a return to the material of m. 1 by returning to
a timbre of predominately stringed instruments (now in-
cluding harp and celesta), with a prominent ascending
chromatic stepwisemotion in thehighest register andade-
scending perfect fourth in the bass. The register, however,
has expanded yet again, to six octaves.The first three mea-
sures, therefore, create one phrase characterized by depar-
ture and return (A B A).

Measure 3 also sees the entrance of the solo cello,
poco sforzando, tremolo, and sul ponticello, on a B3 (Exam-
ple 14). This change in the salient parameter of timbre en-
courages the retrospective process of grouping together
the first three measures and their three constituent cross-
partitions into one phrase, whose dominant process of de-
parture and return forms an arch shape. In m. 4, the or-
chestra drops out as the cello plays the first four notes of
its melody: B C A C]. After stalling on C] for ameasure, the

Example 11. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, m. 1.

cello reachesup toF\, a tritone away from its openingpitch.
These are the first five notes of PE (B C A C] F), which the
cello answerswith the first five notes of IE (B A]C]A\ F). As
Alegant notes, “the notes of the IE pentachord are inverted
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Example 12. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, m. 2.

in pitch space from B4; the rhythms of the IE pentachord
are halved” (2010, 74). The audible inversion of the cello’s
melody suggests that mm. 3–8 form a two-part, symmet-
rical phrase. In addition to the solo cello, Example 14 shows
the orchestra accompaniment in m. 5 playing I2: the first
hexachord is played by the vibraphone and harp, followed
by the strings, and finally the harp, celesta, horn, and flute.
In m. 5, the orchestra enters again with P8.

In mm. 9–10, the hexachordal pairs of mm. 1–3 reen-
ter, this time in retrograde and with all three statements
compressed into two measures (row form P2). Example 15
presents the three cross-partitions as they appear in the

score,while Figure 4 shows the cross-partitions, RD9, RD5,
and RDE. I have labeled these according to the final note
in the bass since they are retrograde forms of the open-
ing cross-partitions, and thus exactly reproduce the first
three measures in retrograde. By placing the three cross-
partitions in direct juxtaposition and slurring across hex-
achords, Dallapiccola draws attention to the melodic fea-
tures of the three hexachordal pairs as a single unit. This
strategy also emphasizes the quasi-cadential effect of hex-
achordal pair in RDE, which emphasizes leaps by perfect
fourth and fifth.

In his analysis of Dialoghi, Dana Richardson refers to
the hexachordal pairs in mm. 1–3 and those of mm. 9–10
as “tonal pillars,” which he sees as setting out a “tonic row”
(2001, 157). Indeed, the reentrance of this tonic row in the
form of three “tonic pillars” after the initial melody played
by the solo cello does call to mind a cadential progression
signaling the end of a phrase. At this moment, the return
to the original timbral, textural, and registral sphere of the
opening—as well as the pitch convergence in m. 10—may
contribute to our sense of closure when the hexachordal
pairs enter. For Hasty in particular, the notion of return
is central to structural closure in post-tonal music (Hasty
1981; 1984).14 Importantly, the return of the hexachordal
pairs in retrograde validates for the listener a process of de-
parture and return over the course of mm. 1–10, based on
the voice leading and timbre of the cross-partitions. Fig-
ure 5 compares the six cross-partitions in mm. 1–3 and

14 There have been several attempts to define cadential content in
post-tonal repertoires in recent years, including the work of Hasty
(1981; 1984),Ashforth (1978),Barash (2002),Eng (2012),Maler (2018).
These authors identify motivic dissolution, repetition, pitch con-
vergence or divergence, registral aspects, textural elements includ-
ing density and contrast, rhythm, timbre, orchestration processes
involving tension and abatement, and phrase structure as impor-
tant elements that contribute to defining post-tonal cadential clo-
sure.

Example 13. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, reduction of mm. 1–3. Each chord change represents a change in hexachord within the row P2.
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Example 14. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 3–8.

Figure 3. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, m.3: the third cross-partition,
D9.

9–10. Note how Dallapiccola splits and merges voices to
create new voice-leading patterns in the first two cross-
partitionsofmm.9–10,butmaintains the voice-leading in-
tegrity of RDE, the retrograde of the first cross-partition
of the piece. The fact that the upper and lower voices re-
main unchanged from mm. 1–3 to mm. 9–10 encourages
the listener tomake the connection between these two sec-
tions, particularly since these voices are separated in regis-
ter from the inner voices.

Example 15. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 9–10: orchestra.

The cello reenters in m. 10 with a new thematic state-
ment (Example 16), retrospectively confirming that the
three statements of P2 in mm. 9–10 acted to close a large,
arch-shaped theme comprising the three phrases in mm.
1–10with internal A, B, and A’ sections, akin to what Caplin
calls a small ternary form (1998, 71).The cello’s newmelody
continues the row forms it abandoned in its initial melodic
statement of mm. 3–8, picking up at the sixth note of PE.
While that melody was highly constrained in terms of its
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Figure 4. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 9–10: cross-partitions RD9, RD5, and RDE.

Figure 5. Comparison of cross-partitions inmm. 1–3 and 9–10.
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Example 16. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 10–13: solo cello.

range—circling obsessively first around B3 and then, in
the inverted repetition of the first five-note idea, around
B4—the theme that enters in m. 10 features a three-note
ascending linewith the pitch intervals+1,+10.That idea is
repeated in a slightly contracted form in the next measure,
the dotted quarter notes becoming quarter notes. In m. 11,
the cello’s melody sweeps downwards and then upwards
again; this melodic idea is condensed rhythmically even
further into a quintuplet and brings PE to a close.The cello
inverts the preceding melody around F4. This clear inver-
sion of the melody that was just heard, rhythmically iden-
tical to the first idea except with each note value shortened
slightly, gives the impression of a basic idea being repeated
in varied form, creating a presentation in mm. 10–13.

Here is where our close attention to the function and
phrase structure of the cross-partitions begins to pay off
in our understanding of the phrase more generally in Di-
aloghi. We can now return to Figure 1, which reveals how
mm. 1–10 form a tightly-knit first theme, marked off by
the repetition of the three “tonic” pillars—these aremarked
in orange in Figure 1. The theme is tightly knit by virtue
of its symmetrical grouping structures in each of its con-
stituent phrases, its strong cadential closure through the
return of the initial cross-partitions in retrograde, and its
motivic uniformity, although it is not necessarily a conven-
tional theme according to Caplin’s definition (1998, 84–85).
The formal process at work in the entire A section is one
of loosening: as the following phrase-level analysis of m.
10 onwards demonstrates, the phrases following the first
tightly-knit theme become more loosely-knit and expan-
sive, paving the way for the long, free cello solo of the B
section. This process begins with the presentation in mm.
10–13, which suggests the possibility of a continuation.

The impression that mm. 10–13 initiates a sentence
phrase is confirmed in mm. 14–16 (Example 17). In m. 14,
the cello states an elongated variation on the rising motive
in m. 10, in a near-retrograde inversion (+1,+10 becomes
+9,+1), using the pitches of RE. The cello is accompanied
by a 4×3 cross-partition ofR4,first in the brass, and inmm.
15–16 answered by the winds (Figure 6).The percussion in-
struments also enter enmasseat thismoment.Thecello then

begins to alternate between two dyads, {E, D} and {A], F]},
increasing in speed and liquidating the preceding theme’s
motivic material. This continuation also looks forward to
new cross-partitions by providing the first 4×3 partition
in the piece (based on a previously-unheard row form). At
the end of the continuation, the cello erupts with a de-
scending triplet (based on row form P2), marked forte with
a crescendo to a sforzando; a marked difference from the
previous overwhelmingly piano and pianissimo dynamic
level. As if in answer, the brass and strings enter with a
four-note chord played sforzando, setting off a 3×4 cross-
partition based on I2 (Figure 7). Despite the fact that both
of these events—the descending triplet in the cello and the
four-note chord in the orchestra—begin new row forms,
the build-up of tension from the repeated dyads and the
new pitchmaterial during the preceding continuation, fol-
lowed by the sudden, paired outbursts by the cello and or-
chestra, leadme togroup these events together into a single
phrase.

In m. 19, the second two tetrachords of the D2 cross-
partition combine with the second trichord of P2 in the
solo cello, so that the cello and orchestra align for the first
time in order to herald the start of a new section, beginning
in m. 21, which brings a new idea and a new way of dis-
guising its row forms (RIT and IT) by distributing the first
hexachord of each row across two simultaneous melodic
streams in the winds. The first hexachord of IT is inverted
in pitch space around the axis of symmetry between F and
F]4 (Example 18).

This new structuring of the salient parameter of pitch
materials creates the impression of a new internal section,
which begins with a mirrored melody that is immediately
repeated. From that repeated idea emerges a series of frag-
ments from rowR5, based on the same principle ofmirror-
ing.This is followed inm. 26 by a rare and notablemoment
of homophony in the strings, where Dallapiccola creates a
4×3 cross-partition inwhich threemelodic lines stem from
a single pitch, C5 (Figure 8). The initial repetition of a new
idea in mm. 21–22 creates a miniature presentation, fol-
lowed by fragmentation in mm. 23–25 (Example 19). The
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Example 17. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 14–20.

Figure 6. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 14–16: 4×3 cross-partition D0.

Figure 7. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 18–20: 3×4 cross-partition D2.
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Example 18. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm.21–22: orchestra.

Figure 8. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, m. 26: partial cross-partition D0.

textural contrast inm.26,with thehomophonic entranceof
the 4×3 cross-partition, acts to close this sentential phrase
in mm. 21–26.

After the cadential idea of m. 26, the cello enters in
m. 27 with melodic fragments based on RI4, pausing be-
fore each disjointed two-note fragment before becoming
stuck on D]4 and E4 in mm. 29–30, trilling between them
in a manner reminiscent of the liquidation in mm. 15–16
(which, of course, led to the cadential gesture in mm.
17–18). This time, the trill fades to nothing, clearing the
way for the return of the three cross-partitions based on
the original row (R2) and heralding the start of the move-
ment’s B section, framed once again by cross-partitions
in the orchestra (Figure 9). Over the course of the A sec-
tion, the sentential phrases become less tightly-knit, lead-
ing to the post-cadential liquidation of mm. 27–31, which
eliminates characteristic elements of the initial theme and
makes room for the B section.

The preceding analysis reveals that the composer’s
compositional scaffolding (i.e. the use of a cross-
partitioned twelve-tone row) may interact in productive
and provocative ways with the parameters a listener may
perceive as salient. The three main salient parameters at
work in the first movement of Dallapiccola’s Dialoghi are
pitchmaterial, timbre, and register, and the establishment
of these parameters as salient from the beginning of the
work shapes howwe understand the relationships between
musical events throughout the movement.

Conclusion
I began with an excerpt from the opening of Webern’s

Three Little Pieces Op. 11, No. 1, and I would now like to sug-
gest an interpretation of its opening in terms of phrase
structure. Based on perception of salient parameters and
categorization of these parameters into distinct units, I
suggest that when we hear the first idea return in its al-
tered, expanded form at the end of m. 3, we might retro-
spectively interpret the first three measures and their three
constituent ideas as cohering into one unit, much like the
“basic idea” of a presentation phrase (an interpretation dia-
grammed in Example 20). One might then understand the
gesture beginning in the second half of m. 4 in the piano
and taken over by the cello as a variation on the second ele-
ment (y),with the piano and cello combining in order to en-
rich the original melody of m. 2 (as shown in Example 21).
Measure 5 then recalls the cello’s fallinggesture inmm.2–3.
In other words,mm. 1–3 present a cohesive basic idea with
three elements, each of which is subject to a varied reprise
from the end of m. 3 through m. 5—loosely, a repetition
of the basic idea—suggesting that mm. 1–5 are a “presen-
tation” phrase. This series of experiences and recollections
may then encourage a listener to anticipate elements of a
continuational nature to follow.

Immediately after the conclusion of the presentation
phrase in m. 5, the cello repeats its falling gesture of
interval 11, this time played close to the fingerboard and
in sixteenth notes, rather than the quarter or eighth notes
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Example 19. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 23–31.
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Figure 9. Dallapiccola,Dialoghi, mm. 31–34: cross-partitions.

Example 20. Webern, Op. 11, no. 1, mm. 1–4: the reiteration of motive x inmm. 3–4 confirms the cohesion of mm. 1–3 as a basic idea with
three internal motives.

Example 21. Webern, Op. 11, no. 1, mm. 3–5: the entrance of a chunk resemblingmotive x in mm. 3–4 leads to a possible anticipation of
motives y and z; upon realization, this provides retrospective confirmation that mm. 3–5 are a varied repetition of the basic idea.
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Example 22. Webern, Op. 11, no. 1, mm. 6–9: the concluding two phrases summarize preceding events.

of previous iterations (Example 22). Next, the piano plays
an ascending melody that begins with intervals 3 and 8,
which appeared in the opposite order in the cello’s rapid
ascending line at the beginning of m. 4. The ascending
gesture concludes with an ascending interval 11, mirroring
the cello’s descending motive at the beginning of m. 6.The
piano’s ascending melody, which is marked ritardando,
thus acts as a fragment of the idea that opened both the
basic idea and its repetition. Instead of a held note or
chord followed by a rapid ascent, the ascent in m. 6 is
elongated and occurs simultaneously with the held notes
in the cello and the right hand of the piano. After a brief
silence, m. 7 similarly elongates the descending gesture
that first appeared in the cello in mm. 2–3. Measures 6–7
thus manipulate and fragment in various ways the ideas
presented in the work’s first five measures.

After another silence, we hear the sudden onset of a
held note in the piano, perhaps referencing the work’s first
idea, before the cello enters with a melody, the contour of
which features multiple changes in direction—this recalls
the piano melody of m. 2. This version of the melody in-
cludes several crucial intervals from themovement: the di-
minished fifth that punctuated the second unit of the first
phrase now starts this unit, and an ascending interval 13
(inverting the descending interval 13 that closed the first
unit) ends it. Immediately following this melody there is
a staccato descending gesture in the piano, with a double-
octave between the highest and lowest notes. The descent
in the piano completes the mirroring process between the
opening three-measure phrase and this last two-measure

unit,where each part of the first phrase is performedby the
other instrument, theunits overlapping to formasummary
of preceding events.

The idea that a phrase in a post-tonal composition
may possess a changeable function in relation to surround-
ing musical events asks us to consider a phrase as a to-
pography or constellation of moments, events, or features
that have the potential to cohere into a unit, or to dis-
integrate, separate, fragment, or form connections with
other moments or other constellations.The theory of post-
tonal phrase presented here urges us to think of phrases
as (a) fundamentally relational, since musical events ac-
crue function, and therefore meaning, only in relation to
other events and contexts,and (b) constantlymutable, since
the listener will reevaluate the meaning of these events in
response to how the events unfold over the course of the
piece. The elements that make up a post-tonal phrase are
porous and admitting of shifts in meaning and function.
The manner in which chunks of music relate to each other
early in the piece affects not only how phrase formation is
perceived throughout, but also the ways in which listen-
ers interpret the changing functions within phrases and
of phrases. Through this process, the phrase—being the
most immediately accessible and graspable type of musi-
cal structure—can become an essential marker for larger-
scale formal processes at work. The ways in which pieces
teach us to listen to the form-functional relationships that
make up phrases will necessarily inform and organize how
we hear relationships that are more distant from one an-
other in time. The exploration of listener expectations at
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the phrase level is a crucial first step in understanding how
these relationships aremademanifest to listeners. Further
work is needed to explore the implications of this theory for
larger sections ofmusic, and formusic that does not hewas
closely to theWestern musical traditions of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.
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